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Simply slide it into the Accessory Dock to use
and enjoy in style.

BLACK TRAY TABLE

Featuring an elegant matte black, non-slip,
and scratch resistant top surface. The table
measures 13 1/4 x 9 1/2 inches, swivels 360
degrees, and holds your favorite meals.

Simply slide the aluminum post into the Accessory Dock
for easy use and enjoy your movies in true VIP style.

aluminum tray table

We’ve blended convenience and sophistication in our
100% brushed aluminum top tray table. It swivels a
full 360 degrees, offers a drip-proof beveled rim and
measures 13 3/4 x 9 3/4 inches.

The table is accented with a 100% aluminum
base for a clean contemporary finish. To use,
simply insert the post into the Accessory Dock
and the table will swivel 360 degrees

GLASS tray table

Our premium tempered glass table is 1/2 inch
thick, and easily holds a full meal. The glass
is scratch resistant, with a smooth beveled
edge.

On the bottom of the table is a bean bag pouch so that you can use it on your
lap. Alternatively, add the aluminum post and use it in the Accessory Dock for a
fully functional swivel table.

Walnut swivel & lAP table

Our solid walnut wood table offers an elegant kidney shape design, along
with a 3.5 inch diameter cupholder groove to hold your beveragesin place. The
table has a 9.75 x 0.5 inch slot, perfect for cell phones or reading materials.

Simply slide the post into the Accessory Dock for
easy use. Equipped with silicone rubber pads that
protect your devices from scratches and sliding.
Fits all sizes from iPhones to tablets.

Phone & TABLET hOLDER

Constructed of 100% aluminum with a sleek and
chic design. It smoothly adjusts up and down to
accommodate for multiple viewing positions. It also
swivels a full 360 degrees, allowing you to share it
with others.

Wine GLASS HOlder
Constructed of 100% aluminum in a slightly
brushed finish. Simply place the post into our
exclusive Accessory Dock for a secure fit. The
handle offers a contemporary curved design
and swivels a full 360 degrees.
The holder fits most wine glasses securely and
safely, and is dishwasher friendly.

LED Flex Light
View with ease using our LED Flex Light. The gooseneck
arm is extremely flexible and holds its positioning. It offers a
crisp clean white light with high brightness and low energy
consumption.
Simply slide it into the Accessory Dock, and push the on/off
button. Requires 3 “AAA” batteries (not included).

Removable arm
The ultimate accessory for those who purchase theater
seats with either a middle loveseat or sofa layout. A slim
profile supports your arms with its plush padding, and is
equipped with a convenient aluminum cup holder.
Simply slide the fin shaped base between two seat
cushions, fitting snuggly and securely into position.

Its slim profile supports your arms with its plush
padding, yet it doesn’t take up much room so you still
have ample space to sit in complete comfort.

Removable Storage arm

Our removable arm with a top storage compartment is
the perfect accessory for those who purchase theater
seats with either a middle loveseat or sofa layout.

Lumbar Pillow
Enjoy your favorite movies while relieving lower back pain and
tightness. Our lumbar pillow promotes healthy posture while
providing the gentle lower back support you need.
The pillow is composed of charcoal-infused memory foam, with
drilled holes for better ventilation. the removable cover has soft
microfiber sides and a center panel to help keep you cool.
Attached straps keep the pillow in place and an extender is
included to fit larger seats.

Head & Neck Pillow
Perfect for those who desire added support while
reclining. The pillow is filled with premium blown fiber that
provides the right amount of support along with incredible
comfort.
An ergonomic shape was designed for muscle relief and
can be used for either the head or neck.

The bowl features a double walled stainless steel construction,
which keeps foods temperature. The bowl attaches to a solid
aluminum extension arm that fits perfectly into the accessory
dock, and the arm swivels 360 degrees.

popcorn & Snack bowl

Our premium popcorn & snack bowl boasts a generously sized
7.75 inch diameter, which is plenty of space for loads of popcorn,
or your favorite snack.

This is a premium accessory for both cigar enthusiasts and
cigarette connoisseurs. It is dishwasher friendly and easily
removable when not in use.

cigar & cigarette ashtray

An elegant cigar and cigarette ashtray constructed of 100%
solid aluminum, fitting securely in the Accessory Dock. It
swivels 360 degrees and offers 4 finger rests along with a
deep collection basin.

This is a lithium-Ion battery which is rated for a minimum of 150
cycles, meaning the chair can be reclined up and down 150
times.

Wireless battery pack

Our battery pack has been specifically designed so that you can
operate your power recline theater seats without the need to plug
them into a wall or other outlet.

